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Last Exit to Brooklyn

1973

last exit to brooklyn remains undiminished in its
awesome power and magnitude as the novel that
first showed us the fierce primal rage seething in
america s cities selby brings out the dope addicts
hoodlums prostitutes workers and thieves brawling
in the back alleys of brooklyn this explosive best
seller has come to be regarded as a classic of
modern american writing

Last Exit to Brooklyn

2011-12-13

divdivdiv an extraordinary achievement a vision of
hell so stern it cannot be chuckled or raged aside
the new york times book review divdiv a classic of
postwar american literature last exit to brooklyn
created shock waves upon its release in 1964 with
its raw vibrant language and startling revelations
of new york city s underbelly divdiv divdivthe
prostitutes drunks addicts and johns of selby s
brooklyn are fierce and lonely creatures
desperately searching for a moment of
transcendence amidst the decay and brutality of
the waterfront though none have any real hope of
escape divdiv divdivlast exit to brooklyn offers a
disturbing yet hauntingly sensitive portrayal of
american life and nearly fifty years after
publication it stands as a crucial and masterful
work of modern fiction divdiv divdivthis ebook
features an illustrated biography of hubert selby
jr including rare photos from the author s estate
div div div
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Zu: Hubert Selby, Jr. - Last Exit
to Brooklyn

2002-04-15

seminar paper from the year 2000 in the subject
american studies literature grade 1 3 a humboldt
university of berlin american studies course
hauptseminar words of the city city of words the
city in american literature iii 1950 1980 9
entries in the bibliography language english
abstract hubert selby jr short biography hubert
selby jr was born in brooklyn new york in 1928 in
1944 at the age of fifteen he joined the us
marines after a few months on harbor duties he
sailed to join the closing stages of world war 2
two years later in germany he was taken off ship
suffering from tuberculosis the doctors said he
could not live more than two months both lungs
were totally shot he got back to the us and spent
the next four years in hospital that was the time
he started reading by the time he got out of the
hospital he had ten ribs removed one lung
collapsed and a piece of the other one removed a
couple of years later he had to go to the hospital
again the doctors were telling him again that he
is going to die that he should just go home and
sit quietly and he would soon be dead his response
to this statement was fuck you no one tells me
what to do after that he realized that someday he
was going to die he knew two things were going to
happen before he died number one he would regret
his entire life number two he would want to live
his life over again and he would die that
absolutely terrified him to think he would live
his entire life look at it and say jeez i blew it
i blew the whole thing so he got a typewriter and
started writing this didn t make me a writer but
provided the incentive to discover that i am a
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writer so during this time of bad health he
returned to brooklyn started to drink and take
drugs and wrote his first book last exit to
brooklyn which he finished after six years and was
published in the us in 1964

Last Exit to Brooklyn

2013-08

last exit to brooklyn is a raw depiction of life
amongst new york s junkies hustlers drag queens
and prostitutes an unforgettable cast of
characters inhabits the housing projects bars and
streets of brooklyn georgette a hopelessly
romantic and tormented transvestite vinnie a
disaffected and volatile youth who has never been
on the right side of the law tralala who can find
no escape from her loveless existence harry a
power hungry strike leader with a fatal secret
living on the edge always walking on the wild side
their alienation and aggression mask a desperate
deep human need for affection and kinship

Waiting Period

2013-07-02

divdiva blood chilling excursion into the twisted
mind of a serial killer by the acclaimed author of
last exit to brooklyn hubert selby jr divdiv when
the oppressiveness of his memories becomes too
hard to bear a traumatized veteran decides to die
but he grows impatient during the legal waiting
period to purchase the gun that will end his sad
life then he grows angry resentful of those he
blames for his misery and those he feels simply
don t deserve to live suddenly a man with no
future has a new purpose and a new role as
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avenging angel as he spirals deeper into the
darkest regions of his twisted imagination his
grisly obsession will give him a reason to live
propelling him relentlessly forward on his great
mission to cleanse the dirty city of the unworthy
divdiv divdiva brilliant and terrifying nightmare
from the author of the critically acclaimed
classics last exit to brooklyn and requiem for a
dream hubert selby jr s waiting period views a
grim modern world of pain and injustice through
the eyes of a maniac whose mind is rapidly
deteriorating a dark and haunting work of raw
savage power it provides further testament to the
greatness of one of america s most original
contemporary literary artists divdiv divdivthis
ebook features an illustrated biography of hubert
selby jr including rare photos from the author s
estate div div

The Room

2011-12-13

a terrifying journey into the darkest corners of
the psyche by the author of requiem for a dream
and last exit to brooklyn the guardian a small
time criminal sits alone in his cell his mind
reeling with sadistic thoughts of retribution
against the police and eventually all those he
believes have failed him throughout his life a
deeply disturbing exploration of a character the
guardian described as a genuinely frightening
american psycho hubert selby jr s second novel is
made all the more chilling by the narrator s brief
flashes of humanity the room is a tale so
terrifying the author himself couldn t read it for
decades after writing it called brutal by the new
york times when it was first published it is a
dark masterpiece about a man who may be
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temporarily trapped in jail but whose true prison
is his own anger as he is enslaved by out of
control passions and sickening fantasies of
revenge this ebook features an illustrated
biography of hubert selby jr including rare photos
from the author s estate

The Demon

2011-12-13

div divdivdiva womanizer s struggle for self
control spirals into crime madness and murder
divdiv harry white grew up in blue collar brooklyn
but the young man s charm smarts and good looks
have helped him earn a place as an uptown junior
executive white s gifts have also made his love
life easy and he takes special pleasure in
seducing married women but when harry the lover is
ready to grow up and leave his womanizing behind
white finds that suppressing his libido has
dangerous consequences his attempts at restraint
awaken something sinister causing white to seek
excitement in a new form of violence and depravity
divdiv divdivshocking and enthralling the demon is
an unflinching meditation on male vanity by one of
the most acclaimed and original writers of the
twentieth century divdiv divdivthis ebook features
an illustrated biography of hubert selby jr
including rare photos from the author s estate div
div

夢へのレクイエム

2001-01-30

������ ����������������������������������������
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Song of the Silent Snow

2012-04-26

author of last exit to brooklyn hubert selby began
as a writer of short fiction he excels in this
form plunging the reader into the world of his
protagonists in which the details of daily life
rub shoulders with obsession and madness

Retour à Brooklyn (Requiem for a
dream)

2001-03

la terreur la plupart de mes personnages sont si
terrifiés qu ils n en ont même pas conscience ils
soutiennent le contraire ils se composent un
personnage du genre je n ai peur de rien ils n
utilisent jamais ces mots là mais c est bien ainsi
qu ils se comportent et la pitié eh bien en ce qui
concerne la pitié je ne sais pas la chose la plus
miséricordieuse qui puisse arriver à certains d
entre eux c est de pouvoir mourir mais je crois
que la pitié hubert selby jr 1983 libération

The Demon

2017-05-04

harry white is the man other men want to be
admired by his peers talented rich and desired by
countless women his steady rise to a position of
unprecedented influence in a new york investment
firm seems inevitable to those who know him and on
the way he acquires a beautiful wife and children
but with every achievement the desire to destroy
what is his grows stronger a demon within drives
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him to sexual excess petty crime and eventually
murder the demon explores the dark side of a man s
ambitions with unflinching determination harry
white s story is a gripping twentieth century
tragedy

The Willow Tree

2013-07-02

divdivhubert selby jr acclaimed author of the
classic novel last exit to brooklyn tells the
powerful story of an extraordinary bond between an
african american teen seeking vengeance in the
wake of tragedy and an old man who guides him
toward redemption divdiv growing up in new york
city s soul killing south bronx ghetto bobby a
young black teenager has only known violence
poverty and despair but there is one true light in
his life his girlfriend maria on their way to
school one morning they are set upon by a vicious
street gang bobby beaten bloody and senseless
survives rescued by an old german man who is
himself a survivor of the nazi death camps the man
calls himself moishe though he claims not to be
jewish and he takes the damaged boy under his wing
determined to help heal his physical and
psychological wounds an unlikely friendship is
born strengthened by a shared sense of loss and
life s tragic injustices but moishe s message of
learning to forgive the unforgivable falls on deaf
ears because there is a hole in bobby s heart that
only revenge can fill divdiv divdivhubert selby jr
s extraordinary novel is a devastating work of raw
power and stylistic brilliance that captures the
pain and hardship of twentieth century urban life
unflinching and unrelenting in the vein of his
acclaimed masterwork last exit to brooklyn selby s
the willow tree is a dark tale tempered by hope a
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story of love death rage violence and salvation
divdiv divdivthis ebook features an illustrated
biography of hubert selby jr including rare photos
from the author s estate div div

The Room

2011-08-25

it is quite an experience to be locked up all by
yourself in any size room says the anonymous
narrator of hubert selby jr s second novel what
follows is a startling series of recollections and
fantasies that illuminate the workings of a
prisoner s unhinged mind he yearns for his violent
childhood rages against obscure authorities and
imagines enacting horrible revenge on those who
imprisoned him the prisoner s remand cell becomes
the scene of a surreal mental torture disorienting
nightmarish and structurally inventive the room is
a shocking examination of the suffering humans can
inflict on each other

Hubert Selby, Jr

1998

since the publication in 1964 of his novel last
exit to brooklyn which arguably achieved the
status of a cult classic hubert selby jr has held
a place as one of the foremost exponents of
american underground literature his work has yet
to receive extensive critical attention in part
because of its deliberately shocking subject
matter and its resistance to precise
classification in understanding hubert selby jr
james r giles examines the writer s four novels
and one collection of short stories to make the
case that the full complexity of his fiction has
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not previously been understood giles contends that
selby s writings which are usually labelled as
either naturalistic or surrealistic represent an
innovative merger of both narrative modes

Requiem for a Dream

2011-12-13

a tale of four people trapped by their addictions
the basis for the acclaimed darren aronofsky film
by the author of last exit to brooklyn sara
goldfarb is devastated by the death of her husband
she spends her days watching game shows and
obsessing over appearing on television as a
contestant and her prescription diet pills only
accelerate her mania her son harry is living in
the streets with his friend tyrone and girlfriend
marion where they spend their days selling drugs
and dreaming of escape when their heroin supply
dries up all three descend into an abyss of
dependence and despair their lives like sara s
doomed by the destructive power of drugs tragic
and captivating requiem for a dream is one of
selby s most powerful works and an indelible
portrait of the ravages of addiction this ebook
features an illustrated biography of hubert selby
jr including rare photos from the author s estate

Song of the Silent Snow

2013-07-02

earthy thoughtful funny stories of love and
despair destiny and dumb luck by the author of
last exit to brooklyn and requiem for a dream
library journal hubert selby jr made an indelible
mark on contemporary american literature with last
exit to brooklyn a controversial novel that
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explored life at the lowest strata of urban
society but even before that novel altered the
landscape of american fiction selby was honing his
literary craft with short fiction that cast the
human condition in a stark light stories known for
their harrowing portrayal of mere mortals chasing
their delusions down the drain salon com the
stories here represent selby at his best whether
he s exploring a married commuter s fantasy about
a stranger he sees every morning on the subway or
wryly spinning the tale of a salesman whose life
is dictated by chinese fortune cookies in these
pages a homeless man clings to his old army coat
during a bitter lost weekend and a young man s
successful attempt to impress a girl on their
first date comes back to haunt him in the intimate
sometimes shocking portraits collected in song of
the silent snow selby finds the delicate balance
between joy and despair revealing humanity in the
darkest corners of existence selby s writing never
diminished it always increased his body of work is
among the very highest of contemporary writers he
did not get the acknowledgment that he deserved
but he will john rechy author of city of night
this ebook features an illustrated biography of
hubert selby jr including rare photos from the
author s estate

ポスト・オフィス

1999-12

����������������� ��������������������������������
��������������������� ������������ ���������������
���� ��������������������� �����������������������
�����
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Last Exit to Brooklyn. [Stories].
(6. Print.).

1964

���������������� ��� ����� �� �� �� �� ���������
�25����������������� ����������������� ������� ���
������� ������������������������ �������� �� ����
���������������������������

Last exit to Brooklyn

1998

new york magazine was born in 1968 after a run as
an insert of the new york herald tribune and
quickly made a place for itself as the trusted
resource for readers across the country with award
winning writing and photography covering
everything from politics and food to theater and
fashion the magazine s consistent mission has been
to reflect back to its audience the energy and
excitement of the city itself while celebrating
new york as both a place and an idea

帝国のベッドルーム

2014-02-28

the grove press reader commemorates a spirit of
independent publishing that has flourished for
fifty years book jacket

New York Magazine

1990-05-14
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a portrait of the diverse literary cultures of new
york from its beginnings as a dutch colony to the
present

The Grove Press Reader, 1951-2001

2001

this book explores how six american writers have
artistically responded to the racialization of u s
frostbelt cities in the twentieth century using
the critical tools of spatial theory critical race
theory urban history and sociology simpson
explains how these writers imagine the subjective
response to the race making power of space

Last Exit to Brooklyn

1975

no wave founder lydia lunch s first book paradoxia
akashic 2007 proved that she is as strong on the
page as it is on the stage her talents are even
more impressive and varied in this iconoclastic
and uncompromising collection whether crafting
personal essays short fiction or interviews with
fellow antiheroes hubert selby jr and nick tosches
lunch dazzles with her ability to provoke
discomfort and awe terror and hope

The Cambridge Companion to the
Literature of New York

2010-03-11

after its heyday in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth century naturalism a genre that
typically depicts human beings as the product of
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biological and environmental forces over which
they have little control was supplanted by
modernism a genre in which writers experimented
with innovations in form and content in the last
decade the movement is again attracting spirited
scholarly debate the oxford handbook of american
literary naturalism takes stock of the best new
research in the field through collecting twenty
eight original essays drawing upon recent
scholarship in literary and cultural studies the
contributors offer an authoritative and in depth
reassessment of writers from stephen crane frank
norris theodore dreiser and jack london to kate
chopin edith wharton ernest hemingway richard
wright john steinbeck joyce carol oates and cormac
mccarthy one set of essays focus on the genre
itself exploring the historical contexts that gave
birth to it the problem of definition its
interconnections with other genres the scientific
and philosophical ideas that motivate naturalist
authors and the continuing presence of naturalism
in twenty first century fiction others examine the
tensions within the genre the role of women and
african american writers depictions of sexuality
the problem of race and the critique of commodity
culture and class a final set of essays looks
beyond the works to consider the role of the
marketplace in the development of naturalism the
popular and critical response to the works and the
influence of naturalism in the other arts

Ghetto Images in Twentieth-
Century American Literature

2012-01-30

from the concert stage to the dressing room from
the recording studio to the digital realm spin
surveys the modern musical landscape and the
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culture around it with authoritative reporting
provocative interviews and a discerning critical
ear with dynamic photography bold graphic design
and informed irreverence the pages of spin pulsate
with the energy of today s most innovative sounds
whether covering what s new or what s next spin is
your monthly vip pass to all that rocks

Will Work for Drugs

2009-07-01

������ �������� ����� ����������������������������
��� ������� ���������� ������������������� �������
������ ����� ����������� ����������������� �������
るのか 凍てつく十二月のエディンバラを舞台に繰り広げられる 前代未聞の極悪警察ミステリー 鬼才アーヴィ
� ������������ ���55������������

The Oxford Handbook of American
Literary Naturalism

2011-05-26

this encyclopedia offers an indispensable
reference guide to twentieth century fiction in
the english language with nearly 500 contributors
and over one million words it is the most
comprehensive and authoritative reference guide to
twentieth century fiction in the english language
contains over 500 entries of 1000 3000 words
written in lucid jargon free prose by an
international cast of leading scholars arranged in
three volumes covering british and irish fiction
american fiction and world fiction with each
volume edited by a leading scholar in the field
entries cover major writers such as saul bellow
raymond chandler john steinbeck virginia woolf a s
byatt samual beckett d h lawrence zadie smith
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salman rushdie v s naipaul nadine gordimer alice
munro chinua achebe j m coetzee and ngûgî wa
thiong o and their key works examines the genres
and sub genres of fiction in english across the
twentieth century including crime fiction sci fi
chick lit the noir novel and the avant garde novel
as well as the major movements debates and rubrics
within the field such as censorship globalization
modernist fiction fiction and the film industry
and the fiction of migration diaspora and exile

SPIN

1990-07

the beat generation that emerged after world war
ii and reached its zenith in the 1960s represented
an era of new perspectives the questioning anti
establishment view of the world prevalent among
the various members of the beat movement found its
voice in both novels and poetry the novels
especially or what might be called underground
narratives were a driving force within the
literary social and cultural revolution that
characterized the beats this study of the american
novel during that era presents the forerunners of
the literary tradition of the beats and examines
the major genres of the beat novel the juvenile
delinquent novel the self discovering novel of
individuality the gay novel the drug novel the new
journalism and novels taking on topics of defiance
and submission from novels that have found a
mainstream acceptance like the blackboard jungle
the electric kool aid acid test and on the road to
lesser known works like go young adam and flee the
angry strangers numerous representative works are
examined in depth also included is a chronology of
underground narratives showing the development of
these novels from their early twentieth century
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antecedents to current works

フィルス

2013-11-04

la terreur la plupart de mes personnages sont si
terrifiés qu ils n en ont même pas conscience ils
soutiennent le contraire ils se composent un
personnage du genre je n ai peur de rien ils n
utilisent jamais ces mots là mais c est bien ainsi
qu ils se comportent et la pitié eh bien en ce qui
concerne la pitié je ne sais pas la chose la plus
miséricordieuse qui puisse arriver à certains d
entre eux c est de pouvoir mourir mais je crois
que la pitié h selby 1983 libération

The Encyclopedia of Twentieth-
Century Fiction, 3 Volume Set

2011-01-18

this book discusses the american short story
composite or short story cycle a neglected form of
writing consisting of autonomous stories
interlocking into a whole the critical work done
on this genre has so far focused on the closural
strategies of the composites on how unity is
accomplished in these texts this study takes into
consideration to a greater degree than earlier
criticism the short story composite as an open
work emphasizing the tension between the
independent stories and the unified work between
the discontinuity and fragmentation on the one
hand and the totalizing strategies on the other
the discussion of the genre is illustrated with
references to numerous american short story
composites
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The Beat Generation and the
Popular Novel in the United
States, 1945-1970

2000-06-16

lonely planet the world s number one travel guide
publisher lonely planet s new york city is your
passport to the most relevant up to date advice on
what to see and skip and what hidden discoveries
await you food truck deli pizza parlor pub eat
your way through a world of food take a sunset
stroll across the brooklyn bridge for romantic
views of amber skies and take in a spectacular
show on broadway all with your trusted travel
companion get to the heart of new york city and
begin your journey now inside lonely planet s new
york city colour maps and images throughout
highlights and itineraries help you tailor your
trip to your personal needs and interests insider
tips to save time and money and get around like a
local avoiding crowds and trouble spots essential
info at your fingertips hours of operation phone
numbers websites transit tips prices honest
reviews for all budgets eating sleeping
sightseeing going out shopping hidden gems that
most guidebooks miss cultural insights provide a
richer more rewarding travel experience covering
history people music landscapes wildlife cuisine
politics covers lower manhattan the financial
district soho chinatown east village lower east
side west village chelsea the meatpacking district
union square flatiron district gramercy midtown
upper east side upper west side central park
harlem upper manhattan brooklyn queens ebook
features best viewed on tablet devices and
smartphones downloadable pdf and offline maps
prevent roaming and data charges effortlessly
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navigate and jump between maps and reviews add
notes to personalise your guidebook experience
seamlessly flip between pages bookmarks and speedy
search capabilities get you to key pages in a
flash embedded links to recommendations websites
zoom in maps and images inbuilt dictionary for
quick referencing the perfect choice lonely planet
s new york city is our most comprehensive guide to
the city and is perfect for discovering both
popular and offbeat experiences looking for just
the highlights check out pocket new york city our
handy sized guide featuring the best sights and
experiences for a shorter trip about lonely planet
lonely planet is a leading travel media company
and the world s number one travel guidebook brand
providing both inspiring and trustworthy
information for every kind of traveller since 1973
over the past four decades we ve printed over 145
million guidebooks and grown a dedicated
passionate global community of travellers you ll
also find our content online and in mobile apps
video 14 languages nine international magazines
armchair and lifestyle books ebooks and more
lonely planet guides are quite simply like no
other new york times lonely planet it s on
everyone s bookshelves it s in every traveller s
hands it s on mobile phones it s on the internet
it s everywhere and it s telling entire
generations of people how to travel the world
fairfax media australia source nielsen bookscan
australia uk usa 5 2016 4 2017 important notice
the digital edition of this book may not contain
all of the images found in the physical edition

RETOUR A BROOKLYN : REQUIEM FOR A
DREAM

1984-09-01
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acclaimed historian berman and journalist berger
gather a stellar group of writers and
photographers who combine their energies to weave
a rich tale of new york citys struggle excitement
and wonder

The United Stories of America

2022-06-08

samuel beckett s legacies in american fiction
provides an overdue investigation into beckett s
rich influences over american writing through in
depth readings of postmodern authors such as
robert coover donald barthelme thomas pynchon don
delillo paul auster and lydia davis this book
situates beckett s post war writing of exhaustion
and generation in relation to the emergence of an
explosive american avant garde in turn this study
provides a valuable insight into the practical
realities of beckett s dissemination in america
following the author s long standing relationship
with the countercultural magazine evergreen review
and its dramatic role in redrawing the
possibilities of american culture in the 1960s
while beckett would be largely removed from his
american context this book follows his vigorous
albeit sometimes awkward reception alongside the
authors and institutions central to shaping his
legacies in 20th and 21st century america

Lonely Planet New York City

2018-08-01

the rough guide to new york city is the ultimate
insider s guide to america s most exciting city
whether you re here for world class art at the met
a blowout shop at macy s or a ball game at yankee
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stadium the rough guide to new york city is the
perfect companion to a weekend city break or a
longer stay inspirational photography
neighbourhood by neighbourhood accounts and
detailed full colour maps help make sure you can
find that backstreet harlem jazz club or classic
deli in midtown updated by new yorkers rough
guides give the lowdown on everything from the
newly completed high line and the renaissance of
brooklyn to the emerging food scene in queens
handy top 5 boxes give you quick round ups of the
best pizzerias rooftop bars and more while
detailed background covers the rise and fall of
wall street 9 11 and new york s music heritage

New York Calling

2007

celebrating the celluloid expression of the beat
spirit arguably the most sustained legacy in u s
counterculture naked lens is a comprehensive study
of the most significant interfaces between the
beat writers beat culture and cinema naked lens
features key beat players and their collaborators
including william burroughs allen ginsberg jack
kerouac charles bukowski brion gysin antony balch
ron rice john cassavetes andy warhol bob dylan
klaus maeck and gus van sant as well as examining
clearly beat inspired films such as pull my daisy
chappaqua and the flower thief jack sargeant
discusses cinéma vérité and performance films
shadows and wholly communion b movies the
subterraneans and roger corman s bucket of blood
and hollywood adaptations heart beat and barfly
the second half of the book is devoted to an
extensive analysis of the films relating to
william burroughs from antony balch s towers open
fire to david cronenberg s naked lunch this book
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also contains the last ever interview with writer
allen ginsberg recorded three months before his
death in april 1997

Samuel Beckett’s Legacies in
American Fiction

2021-11-30

named one of entertainment weekly s 12 biggest
music memoirs this fall an artful and wildly
enthralling path for bowie fans in particular and
book lovers in general publishers weekly starred
review the only art i ll ever study is stuff that
i can steal from david bowie three years before
david bowie died he shared a list of 100 books
that changed his life his choices span fiction and
nonfiction literary and irreverent and include
timeless classics alongside eyebrow raising
obscurities in 100 short essays music journalist
john o connell studies each book on bowie s list
and contextualizes it in the artist s life and
work how did the power imbued in a single suit of
armor in the iliad impact a man who loved costumes
shifting identity and the siren song of the alter
ego how did the gnostic gospels inform bowie s own
hazy personal cosmology how did the poems of t s
eliot and frank o hara the fiction of vladimir
nabokov and anthony burgess the comics of the
beano and the viz and the groundbreaking politics
of james baldwin influence bowie s lyrics his
sound his artistic outlook how did the 100 books
on this list influence one of the most influential
artists of a generation heartfelt analytical and
totally original bowie s bookshelf is one part
epic reading guide and one part biography of a
music legend
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The Rough Guide to New York City

2016-02-01

major characters in american fiction is the
perfect companion for everyone who loves
literature students book group members and serious
readers at every level developed at columbia
university s center for american culture studies
major characters in american fiction offers in
depth essays on the lives of more than 1 500
characters figures as varied in ethnicity class
sexual orientation age and experience as we are
inhabiting fictional works written from 1790 to
1991 the characters are presented in biographical
essays that tell each one s life story they are
drawn from novels and short stories that represent
ever era genre and style of american fiction
writing natty bumppo of the leatherstocking tales
celie of the color purple and everyone in between

Naked Lens

2009-01-01

Bowie's Bookshelf

2019-11-12

Major Characters In American
Fiction

2014-09-23
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